Complex formation between the p21ras GTPase-activating protein and phosphoproteins p62 and p190 is independent of p21ras signalling.
We have investigated whether complex formation between the p21ras GTPase-activating protein (GAP) and the phosphotyrosine-containing proteins p62 and p190 is dependent on functional p21ras, to test the hypothesis that binding of p21rasGTP to GAP enables GAP to associate with these phosphoproteins. The formation of p21rasGTP was inhibited by a dominant interfering mutant of p21ras, p21ras(Asn-17), which was introduced with a vaccinia virus expression system. We used NIH3T3 cells in which complex formation between GAP and tyrosine-phosphorylated p62 and p190 can be induced either by v-src transformation, by incubating the cells with the phosphotyrosine phosphatase inhibitor pervanadate or by activation of a growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase. In all cases, expression of p21ras(Asn-17) did not affect the presence or the formation of the GAP-phosphoprotein complexes. To monitor the effectiveness of p21ras inhibition, we measured p21ras-mediated phosphorylation of extracellular signal-regulated kinase 2 (ERK2). In all cases, expression of p21ras(Asn-17) completely blocked signalling to ERK2. From these data we conclude that p21rasGTP formation is not essential for complex formation between GAP and tyrosine-phosphorylated p62 and p190, and thus complex formation does not depend on interaction of GAP with p21rasGTP.